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ABSTRACT
The rich history of South Memphis neighborhoods—
a community best known for its musical heritage—
has been diminished due to social and economic
issues. This has resulted in a missing link within the
community. This thesis seeks to understand the
relationship between music and architecture by
exploring and expressing cultural heritage through
music and inclusive community engagement. The
goal is to preserve the character and promote
the growth of the neighborhood with music
as the driving force. This project will provide a
place for music creation and collaboration using
concepts derived from organizational patterns
found in music. The research supporting this thesis
stems from studies done by various architects,
such as Frank Gehry and Michael Ford, and their
influences of music and experience of time,
space, and the importance of context and
culture.
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MANIFESTO
Architecture.

Unity.

Scattered fragments, once whole, are now
missing pieces of the puzzle.

Community.

Once an expression of community and people.
Has it been forgotten?
Where’s the color? Where’s the culture?
Architecture cannot stand alone without the
people.
The voice.
The voice of the people.
People believing that change can happen;
People knowing that they can make a
difference.

Do what we have been told is impossible.
We cannot quit.
We cannot lose.
We cannot forget.
Believe that change can happen,
With our voice.
Our art.
Our music.
Our unity.

Architecture cannot stand alone without
community.

Without it we lose respect and significance.

Fill the void.

Fa[it]h and abil[it]y.
Un[it]y. Commun[it]y.

Express.

So Express.

Vocalize.

Express

Visualize.

Our heritage,

Actualize.

Our history,

Diversity and culture—

Our story, and
Our identity.
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INTRODUCTION
In everyday life there are things that affect us
that are too large or significant to go unnoticed:
neighborhoods that are occupied by blight, crime,
and poverty. Then, there are things so subtle,
they are overlooked: the powers and abilities of
music. Upper South Memphis, in its hay day, was
the incubator of soul music. During a time when
segregation was enforced, this area, including
Stax and Hi Records, was a gathering place for
blacks and whites to come together and create
music. Today, the area is blighted and in need of
social and economic revitalization, infrastructure,
and cultural renewal.1
Creating New Experiences
The purpose of this thesis is to explore and express
cultural heritage through the intersection of
architecture, music, and inclusive community
engagement. Music and architecture share similar
qualities: structure, rhythm, harmony, dissonance,
symmetry, and syncopation.2 By combining these
two disciplines this thesis will explore culture
and identity within a community. Memphis is
full of scattered pockets of historic culture and
expression in need of a reestablished cultural
community. While focusing on a struggling
neighborhood within South Memphis, this project
will address what remains of a unified cultural
community. This community, once thriving with
development and activity, has been left in disrepair
and now struggles due to demographic shifts, and
economic and social injustices. There are endless
opportunities to preserve the character and
promote the growth of Memphis and its music
by complimenting the rhythm of the community.
This thesis aims to understand the existing urban
fabric, opportunities, and needs of the community
while engaging the community throughout the
design and implementations. This project will
promote synergy, connections, and inclusiveness
1. Alley, “Royal Studios.”
2. Jencks, “Architecture Becomes Music.”
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by creating a place for multiple generations of
musicians, producers, and music lovers to cocreate and celebrate music. Also, this project will
focus on developing a space that can host music.
Based on the community’s needs, the design will
include learning and performance spaces, along
with moments of exploration of space, memory,
and emotions. This new building project will
promote inclusivity through new experiences, and
identify culture to create a unique community
and a new context.
Music, as it is used in this thesis, requires a
broadened understanding: Music as Power, as
Healer, as Community Builder. Music is more than
sound or entertainment. It can be more than
something one listens to when studying, driving,
or exercising. Music is a tool of communication
and self-expression that can make an impact on
people’s lives.
Music as Power
Music has the power to connect individuals back
to themselves and others, to heal, evoke emotions
and memory, and to change understanding
of place through experience.3 For some, the
creation and understanding of music and
sound can come as a natural, self-taught skill.
Those who are not formally educated in music
can also share an underlining understanding
of it. This journey of discovering can allow one
to find his or her true self or purpose.4 Music
blurs the lines between social, economic, and
generational barriers.5 “Music is something that
exists in our families and community tracing back
for generations.”6 Ultimately, music has the ability
to affect emotions, intellect, and psychology.7

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Williamson, “Music Has Power.”
Carroll, “Opening to Self through Music.”
Hallam, “The Power of Music.”
Caffier, “Preservation Hall Jazz Band,” para. 6.
Schäfer et al., “Psychological Functions of Music Listening.”

Music is universal and is more than sound; it
enables people to tune into their feelings, and
encourages creativity.8 It is present in many forms
of art, literature, performance, and health.9 For
instance, studies in neuroscience show how
music can activate the entire brain, enhancing
one’s intellect, improving productivity, and
overall well-being. Experimental brain scans of
musicians indicate that their brains tend to be
bigger and more sensitive than those of nonmusicians, due to the amount of information
being processed, such as memory, auditory
processing, and cognitive flexibility.10 Music
serves as an alternative communication tool
that affects human behaviors and thoughts.
It also has the ability to heal human’s mental
health and well-being.11
Music as Healer
Sound and experience can assist people in
overcoming physical and mental barriers as a
means of communication or therapy. For example,
an experiment involving Alzheimer’s patients
revealed that their depression and behaviors
could be transformed through music. They went
from being in a dark state of mind to becoming
animated and active. For some patients, the music
allowed them to remember specific moments from
their past.12 In this case, music was therapeutic,
allowing Alzheimer’s patients to revive personal
and social relationships, regain valuable time
that was lost, and reconnect themselves back to
who they were.13 Music is not limited to healing
human distress; it can also be the driving force for
developing or revitalizing communities.

8. Nova Scotia Department of Education, “Music Curriculum.”
9. Hegarty, “Universality of Music.”
10. Alban, “How Music Affects the Brain.”
11. Friedman, “Healing Powers?”
12. “Alive Inside.”
13. Music and Memory, “Home.”

Music as Community Builder
Not only does music connect individuals to
themselves and others, but it also connects
people to their surroundings. Music contributes
to strengthening communities by being inclusive
and specific to place.14 Music is not for one
specific individual or group of individuals despite
its cultural influences and styles; it is universal.15
Music has the power to change understanding
of place and community through experiences.
The era of the Harlem Renaissance is a good
example of this.
The Harlem Renaissance
The Harlem Renaissance had an impactful role on
cultural history and identity from 1919 to 1929. Due
to social, economic, and political challenges in
the South, many African Americans migrated to
the industrialized northern states. Job opportunities
became available and new communities were
being developed because home ownership and
business developments were financed. Expressing
their importance and rights, African Americans’
self-determination gave them the ability to
transform social disillusionment to racial pride,
which became known as the Harlem Renaissance.
The Harlem Renaissance was a catalyst for artistic
expression, bringing African Americans together to
promote heritage and create community through
art, literature, and music.16
Most especially, the introduction of jazz music
shaped how people came to know themselves as
Americans. Jazz was a driving force in art, fashion,
and poetry of the time (figure 1). It helped break
down barriers of race and socio-economics in
communities through freedom of expression.
African Americans had limited economic
opportunities so they sought an artistic approach
as a positive outlet for working through social

14. Gosine, Hawksley, and Quinn, “Community Building.”
15. Ludden, “Is Music a Universal Language?”
16. Hutchinson, “Harlem Renaissance.”
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issues. This movement moved beyond Harlem, and
introduced ideas of social justice and improving
communities across the country.17

and tactile experiences of wayfinding for the
students. The overall goal was to increase the
children’s confidence despite the challenges
they face.21

Alain Locke, philosopher and author of The New
Negro: Interpretation, believed that a black
artist’s inner objective was to “repair a damaged
group psychology and reshape a warped social
perspective.”18 This was important because years
of oppression and struggle of minorities soon
transpired into a movement of expression of
culture and community.19 Soulsville, a part of the
Upper South Memphis area under study, is a local
example of a similar effort of expression. When
addressing a group of common individuals or a
general location, music is a form of language
that various communities can resonate with. This
can also be achieved through a combination of
audible and tactile experiences.

In addition to the school in Glasgow, CocaCola focused on an experience for individuals
of the deaf community in Pakistan. Coca-Cola
partnered up with designers, performers, and
musicians to form a music program called Coke
Studio. They created unique experiences for
hearing impaired individuals through innovative
technology such as vibrating furniture and mood
lighting (figure 4). This allows the users to have a
heightened experience from feeling the rhythm of
the beat through their body and seeing intense
moments of the music through light variations and
colors.22 Sensorial experiences related to music
and architecture are not limited to only the visual
and audible; they can also be connected through
shared characteristics of the two disciplines.

Psychology of Space through Experiences
As a designer, one often experiences architecture
from a visual standpoint. As a musician one
experiences music audibly. To achieve a
holistic, heightened experience between the
two disciplines, more than one sense should
be involved. Multi-sense designer, Jinsop Lee,
encourages people to think about integrating the
sense of sight, smell, hearing, touch, and tasting to
everyday activities.20

Intersection of Music and Architecture
Figure 1 Harlem Renaissance Painting

Figure 3 Corridor, Hazelwood School in Glasgow

Figure 2 Multipurpose, Hazelwood School in Glasgow

Figure 4 Coke Studio Interactive Furniture

Today, more creative solutions have been
designed to aid individuals with sensory
impairment. For example, Hazelwood, a school
in Glasgow, Scotland, was designed for dual
sensory impaired students. Without the ability
of seeing and hearing, touch became a vital
part of the design. Various textures were applied
to floors and walls to aid in circulation (figures
2-3). The textures provide patterned or rhythmic
materials that offer a variety of visual, auditory,
17. Guided History, “The Harlem Renaissance.”
18. Tarver, New Voices on the Harlem Renaissance, 61.
19. Guided History, “The Harlem Renaissance.”
20. Lee, “5 Senses.”
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Music and architecture have worked together
for years, where music has been the driver of
space. Particularly, context has influenced the
evolution of music and music venues. Historically,
African musicians played intricate rhythms that
worked best for outdoor settings, void of surfaces
that would cause reverberation (figure 5); for
facilitating organ playing, Gothic cathedrals
needed high, volumetric spaces to allow for long
ambient notes to flow and reverberate (figure 6);
jazz music worked best in tight intimate spaces
that encouraged upbeat melodies (figure 7).
Today, music venues take place in large sporting
arenas and personal headphone devices
(figure 8). These are music driven examples of
how music shapes space.23 Symbolically, Frank
Gehry expresses the intersection of music and
architecture through fiercely dynamic designs.
21. The Angry Architect, “The Architecture of Perception.”
22. Bhattacharya, “Coke Studio.”
23. Byrne, “How Architecture.”
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Beyond the idea of form, music and architecture
have a connection on a social level, through the
influences of hip hop architecture.

which blurred the lines between indoor and
outdoor. The forms created provide a sense of
hierarchy in scale and dynamics, with no clear
indication of the main entrance.29

Symbolic Forms of Music and Architecture
What is the connection between music and
architecture? German writer, von Goethe, states,
“music is liquid architecture; architecture is frozen
music.”24 Von Goethe suggests that within the
two disciplines, the creative process is a human
need to express. Expressing new ideas, expanding
on existing solutions, or revealing purely aesthetic
creations, music and architecture are composed
of similar forms and formulas.25
One such example of this is the Canadian
deconstructivist architect, Frank Gehry, who
designs by manipulating various materials to
create conceptual forms that transform into
functional and experiential spaces. Breaking
down the barriers that are developed on the
understanding and perception of aesthetics,
he establishes his own language by expressing
himself through built forms that relate to a specific
context or building program. These notions are
visible in the Concert Hall in Los Angeles and the
Dancing House in Prague (figures 9-10).26
Visually, Gehry’s buildings lack a sense of
symmetry, but provide a significant amount of
dynamics. Typically in music, symmetrical sounds
are usually repetitive and formal, implying
a general composition.27 Dynamic sounds
typically vary in ranges of volume and intensity
in compositions.28 The Disney Concert Hall was
designed to mimic the personal experience
and interactions of the audience, conductor,
and musicians. In relationship to the context
of downtown Los Angeles streets and public
spaces, the building formed several openings
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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Pawson, “Music is liquid architecture,” para. 1.
Rasbury, “The Dream Idea.”
Poursani, “Frank Gehry.”
Kempf, “Symmetry in Music?”
Diamond-Manlusoc, “Dynamics in Music.”

On the other hand, the design of the Dancing
House derived from the concept of contrast.
Musically, contrast is another way of adding
dynamics to a composition through the use of
juxtaposed elements that create audible interest
or dramatic aesthetics.30 Conceptually, Gehry
created two figures: a female, which is organically
sculpted in a light, curvy manner, and a male that is
static and heavy.31 Physically and visibly, tension is
created as Gehry merged a highly contemporary
building into a historic building. These contrasting
elements complement one another and offer a
visual balance of solid and transparent materials.32

Figure 5 African Drum Circle

Figure 9 Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, California
Figure 6 Gothic Cathedral

Architecturally, these conceptual forms are
articulated through musical elements such as
pitch, dynamics, and rhythm. From a social basis,
architecture provided a specific environment that
developed the framework of the music genre hip
hop.
Social Influences of Hip Hop Architecture
The musical art of Hip Hop derived from artists
expressing their everyday lives, whether it be a
geographical location and its conditions or the
injustices they encountered. A strong support
for this thesis is the research and practice of
Detroit architect, Michael Ford, and his process
driven ideas on Hip Hop Architecture. He centers
his practice on the connection between the
built environment and hip hop culture. With the
unsuccessful implications of master planner,
Robert Moses of New York and Le Corbusier’s
influence, bleak housing projects and the
separation of communities led to the creation of
hip hop (figure 13). Hip Hop often talks about a

Figure 7 Jazz Club

Figure 8 Sports Arena Concert

Figure 10 Dancing House in Prague, Czech Republic

29.
30.
31.
32.

Wolfman, “Music in Motion.”
Laney, Samuels, and Capulet, “Cross entropy.”
Favermann, “Dancing House.”
Conenna, “Dancing Building & Metamorphosis.”
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place and the behaviors of its occupants, which
was expressed in the past and is still present
today.33 According to Ford,
Corbusier’s famous towers-in-the-park
concept—a series of soaring high-rises
interspersed with parks—aimed to bring
“democracy and equality through the
built environment.” He thought “good”
or “enlightened” buildings would create
good and enlightened citizens. Officials
in Paris “thought his ideas were crazy,”
and never implemented Corbusier’s
Plans.34
Robert Moses’ implications of the borrowed
plan provided vertical towers with dense living
conditions, but failed to implement other amenities
that Corbusier proposed. This project created
a negative impact on the lives of the residents,
but it also birthed elements of hip hop such
as: deejaying, breakdancing, emceeing, and
graffiti.35 The hip hop culture is a form of expression
of music, art, and dancing that shapes a specific
cultural community (figures 11-12, 14-15).

Figure 11 Concept for Hip Hop Community Arts Center

Figure 12

Figure 14 Concept Exhibit Space

Physical Graffiti. This conceptual design illustrates
the possibilities of liberating graffiti from the two
dimensional representation and its three dimensional
implications. This concept is for an information desk
that enables visitors to experience the signature tags
of graffiti artists in a new way, via touch. The concept
moves graffiti from a temporal state to a state of
permanence.
Figure 15 Hip Hop Inspired Furniture

33. Ford, “Hip Hop Architecture.”
34. Sisson, “The Hip-Hop Architect,” para. 8.
35. Ibid.
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Figure 13

(Left) 1942 Aerial of Stuyvesant Town in Manhattan.
An early Robert Moses project of the tower blocks
concept.
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DESIGN SOLUTION
Taking into consideration the potential areas that
need revitalization in Memphis, choosing a site
was challenging. I designed a bus stop shelter in
the Soulsville neighborhood in South Memphis for
a community competition (figure 19). Since then
I have wondered how much of an impact the
small design project made for the neighborhood.
For this thesis, I wanted to avoid proposing what
I thought was needed for a specific site. Instead,
I chose to understand the existing urban fabric,
the opportunities, and needs of the community,
in order to produce a more meaningful project. In
various interactions and interviews with residents
and community members, they expressed
the need for a large music venue, improved
public infrastructure, inclusive music and art
programs, and opportunities for collaboration
and community engagement through various
programs and initiatives. The goal was to preserve
the character and promote the growth of Upper
South Memphis by re-visioning a new rhythm of
community.

Soulsville Core
Within the Upper South Memphis area is Soulsville,
a sub-neighborhood that was home to many
musicians involved in the success of Stax Records
(figure 18). In the 1960s and 1970s, Stax produced
notable artists like Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, and
Booker T & the MGs. At the time, the neighborhood
began to shift from a racially integrated community
to a poor, predominantly African American area.
This was due to public policy decisions such as the
Civil Rights Movement, the decline in residential
growth and businesses, school desegregation, the
introduction of Interstate 240, and new suburban
developments that drew middle class residents
away.3

Elmwood Cemetery

Lemoyne-Owen College

Royal Studios + Project Site

Soulsville

Knowledge Quest

Aretha Franklin’s Birthplace

Figure 16

Site Map, Upper South Memphis. This map indicates the boundaries and historic anchors
of Upper South Memphis.

Figure 17

Context Images. The following images represent characteristics of the locations
throughout South Memphis. (Top Left) Administration Building at Lemoyne-Owen
College, (Top Middle) Mural at Memphis Rox, (Top Right) Elmwood Cemetery, (Bottom
Left) Knowledge Quest, (Bottom Right) Royal Studios.

Royal Studios + Project Site

Soulsville Core

Bike Lane + Pocket Parks + Community Gardens + Street Trees

Figure 18

Upper South Memphis is bound by E.H. Crump
Boulevard, and Vance Avenue to the north,
Interstate-55 to the west, South Parkway to the
south, and Bellevue Boulevard to the east (figure
16).1 This area is the incubator of soul music.2
During a time when segregation was enforced,
Stax Records and Hi Records were two studios
that served as gathering places for blacks and
whites to come together and create soul, jazz,
blues, gospel, and funk music. This neighborhood
includes historic anchors such as Stax Recording
Studio, Lemoyne-Owen College, Elmwood
Cemetery, Royal Studios, and Aretha Franklin’s
birthplace (figure 17).
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Opportunities for Development

Bus Stop Shelter

Site Map, Neighborhood Connections. This map indicates proposed connections and
opportunities within the neighborhood.

Context

1. Community Lift, “Upper South Memphis.”
2. Wilmer, “Story of Soulsville.”

Neighborhood Gateways

Figure 19 Soulsville Bus Stop Shelter

Today, Soulsville is the home of the Soulsville
Foundation, which consists of the Stax Museum,
the Soulsville Charter School, and the Stax
Music Academy (figures 20-21). It is a musicrich environment that unites history, education,
and entertainment into a holistic experience.
The Foundation provides positive opportunities
for youth, aims to rebuild communities, and to
preserve its valuable history, while striving to
expand its impact throughout the rest of Upper
South Memphis.4

3. Community Lift, “Upper South Memphis.”
4. Soulsville Foundation, “Help Preserve Our Legacy.”
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Figure 20 Street Elevation of McLemore Ave. Looking North

Figure 21 Street Elevation of McLemore Ave. Looking South
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Project Site
About a mile west of the Soulsville area, at the
intersection of Willie Mitchell Boulevard and East
Trigg Avenue, and north of Royal Studios, are
the remains of a historic Catholic church and
convent (figures 22-24). The 1926 church, with its
Romanesque and Colonial Revival characteristics, is
recognized for its architectural significance.5 Not
only was this Catholic church a physical landmark,
but it also had an impact on religion within the
neighborhood. Due to the majority of non-Catholic
residents, the church received opposition to its
construction.6 Despite the resistance, the church
thrived through various demographic transitions
of racial and religious discrimination, as well as
economic and social shifts from the 1920s to the
1960s. With the neighborhood’s ethnic make-up
changing to predominately African American,
very few of whom were a part of the Catholic
congregation until the 1980s, the church slowly
began to decline.7 It once served as a house of
worship for the community in South Memphis,
but today it stands as a dilapidated structure
in need of new life. Blight has also touched the
immediate corners of the adjacent intersection;
all three corners are vacant. This provides a
redevelopment opportunity for the intersection.

5. National Register, “St. Thomas Church and Convent.”
6. Scott, “Revived in Christ.”
7. National Register, “St. Thomas Church and Convent.”
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Figure 22 Corner, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Intersection Focus
|Connection to Royal Studios
|St. Thomas Catholic Church
Renovation and Addition

Figure 23 West Elevation, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Opportunities for Development
Cafe | Clothing/Retail | Art Studio
Neighborhood Initiative Offices |
Musical Support Businesses | Barber Shop

Figure 24 Focus Map, Willie Mitchell Blvd. and Trigg Ave.
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Site Analysis
The existing conditions of the church are very
poor (figures 25-32). A portion of the roof has
collapsed due to water damage; windows have
been broken or removed; exterior masonry walls,
interior walls, and, columns indicate structural
distress; and, mold from moisture exposure
abounds. The convent, the only portion of the site
still active, is in good condition, but is currently
occupied by a utility service. The existing parking
lot needs to be reconstructed and expanded
after a carport is removed from west of the
former convent building. A grotto between the
two buildings has been vandalized with graffiti
and is surrounded by shrubbery and large trees.
Currently, this area lacks sufficient neighborhood
services and security and is heavily populated
with blighted properties due to impoverishment,
social struggles, and high crime rates. This creates
a negative identity. However, this area shares
rich cultural heritage and musical influences,
as well as endless opportunities to reinvigorate
the identity of the community with the help of
new developments, resident contributions, and
neighborhood initiatives. Bringing new life to this
discarded site is a step towards a successful
neighborhood revitalization.

Figure 25 Abandoned Interiors, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Figure 28 Roof Damage, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Figure 26 Moisture Damage on Walls

Figure 29 East Facade, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Figure 27 Intersection, Willie Mitchell Blvd. and Trigg Ave.

Figure 30 Looking West of Trigg Ave.

Figure 31 Grotto, St. Thomas Catholic Church

Based off of information received by residents
who grew up in this area, the intersection of
Trigg Avenue and Willie Mitchell Boulevard
(formerly Lauderdale Street) was occupied by a
small health center, grocery store, barbershop,
retail stores and a well-known food cart called
Hattie’s Tamales. The newer developments will
consist of essential amenities that will support
the neighborhood’s growth by providing jobs for
residents, support businesses for music creation,
entertainment, healthy food, and outdoor
activities that will generate money and activity
into the neighborhood.
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Figure 32 Former Convent, St. Thomas Catholic Church
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Program
This thesis draws inspiration from the organization
and characteristics of African Villages. The
center of African villages holds significance for
its inward focus on community, religion, lifestyles
and traditions. These cultural characteristics are
united and intermingled with natural and social
environments and are expressed through their art,
music, and language (figures 33-34). This project
is called the Music Village because it offers a
place for collaboration, celebration, creation,
discovery, and learning for musicians, music lovers,
producers, engineers, and residents (figure 35).
During early encounters at the Soulsville Music
Academy, Memphis Slim Collaboratory, and
community events, residents and teachers
expressed the need for a space that they could
call their own: a space for large event gatherings,
more workshops and recording studios for
aspiring or established artists, non-competitive
music collaboration projects, and improved
public infrastructure for safety and accessibility.
Currently, there is a disconnect of people from
amenities and activities. This project will enhance
the idea of community by creating formal and
informal interactions, community engagement
and outreach, and honoring the power of music.
The primary goal of the Music Village is to restore
the identity of this South Memphis neighborhood
by reusing and adding to an existing church
and providing spaces for large gatherings,
performances, sharing music knowledge, learning,
and music creation (figures 38-39).

Design Development

Figure 33 African Lifestyle and Culture

1. Inspiration

2. Structure

Inspiration was drawn
from a vinyl record.

The striations offered a
grid that is applied to the
composition to order the
site and program.

3. Articulation

4. Rhythm

The
combination
of
texture and dynamics
of the program and
building
form
adds
expressive qualities and
variation of visual and
physical elements.
Solid + Void
Public + Private
Audible + Tactile
Acoustics + Materials

With a clear grid and
program, the use of
transitional spaces is
necessary to divide the
program based on the
user and hierarchy of
space.

Figure 36 Vinyl Record as Conceptual Framework

Existing

In addition to the African village, this project is
inspired by the form of a vinyl record. It is used
to develop the framework of the program,
articulation of the buildings, and site design.
Dividing the vinyl into four quarters sets up an
order that identifies the initial design and the
master planning of the intersection. The striations
on the vinyl create a grid for various means of
composition, texture, dynamics, and rhythm
(figure 36).
The church will house a large, flexible space for
music, dance, and theatrical performances,
as well as large community meetings, and
art exhibits. Its articulation is based off of the
program’s organizations. The church anchors
the corner as the addition grows from the side,
leaving the middle as a communal gathering
space. The church’s original façades to the
North, South, and West remain with updates to
the structure and aesthetics on the interior and
exterior (figure 37).

Existing conditions showing the church’s
mass and void at collapsed roof.
Figure 34 African Village Layout

Perform

Slice

Produce

Mass sliced to create a new public
face and entrance.

Learn
Collaborate

Activate
Emphasis on new programmatic
spaces, openings, and materials.

Figure 35 Music Village Connections Diagram
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Figure 37 Church Articulations
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HOUSE OF MUSIC

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY

by Mario Cuncinella Architects
House of Music
by Mario Cuncinella Architects
2017
2017
Pieve di Cento, Italy
Italy

by Langarita-Navarro Arquitectos
2011
Spain

Red Bull Music Academy
by Langarita-Navarro Arquitectos
2011
Matadero, Spain

Performance Space
Overlook of Village Roof

Village Corridor

Building Section

Floor Plan
This
shares
the logic
of a Russian
matryoshka
doll. Not only
Thisproject
project
shares
the logic
of a Russian
matryoshka
doll. Not
in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is directly
only in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is
incorporated into another, but also in a temporal sense, in which
directly
incorporated
into the
another,
one
actually
originates within
other. but also in a temporal sense,

Floor Plan
This project connects nine small round-shaped music
This
project shares the logic of a Russian matryoshka doll. Not
laboratories into an intimate music community.
only in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is
•The joined spaces form a “piazza” that also acts as a transitional
directly
another,
also in a temporal sense,
spaceincorporated
to allow informalinto
connections
andbut
collaboration.
•The
use
of
wood
throughout
the
building
helps
withother.
acoustics and
in which one actually originates within the

•

in which
one actually originates within the other.
•On a larger scale, this project uses an old warehouse to create
an indoor music community filled with classrooms, offices,

recording
studios,
andscale,
a cafe.this project uses an old warehouse
• On
a much
larger
•The program is divided into various clusters, built of efficient
to
create
an indoor
community
filledbewith classrooms,
and
temporary
buildingmusic
materials
that can easily
offices,
recording
studios,
and a cafe.
reconfigured
or moved
over time.

its form is a symbol of an ensemble.
•I combined similar programmatic spaces together to have a better
relationship
functionally.
On a much
larger scale, this project uses an old warehouse

•The Music Village’s interior spaces are designed to be
geometric in shape, not only for aesthetics, but for acoustics.

to create an indoor music community filled with classrooms,
offices, recording studios, and a cafe.
•
The program is divided into various clusters, built of cost
Figure 38 House of Music
efficient, temporary building materials that can easily be
reconfigured or moved over time.
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Program Diagrams

Site Plan

• The program is divided into various clusters, built of cost
efficient, temporary building materials that can easily be
reconfigured or moved over time.

Recording Studio

Figure 39 Red Bull Music Academy

• Interior spaces are designed to be geometric in shape, not
only for aesthetics but for acoustics.
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• Interior spaces are designed to be geometric in shape, not
only for aesthetics but for acoustics.

Reviving the Old Church
The façade facing Trigg Avenue holds valuable
characteristics because of the style of architecture
(figures 40, 42). The façade is supported by a
bracing system similar to the one on the Silky
Sullivan’s façade on Beale Street (figure 41). It
creates a new entry sequence at the exterior
entrance to the site and a formal entrance to
the building. This allows visitors to experience the
architectural history of the building, so that it is
not forgotten, and to maintain the same street
elevation. In the transition through spaces, the
original facade creates a formal entrance, from
outside to an informal interstitial space, to the
main entrance in a formal procession. In this entry
sequence, visitors are able to have interactions
before arriving to the next space.
The old stained glass windows of religious figures
will be replaced with new stained glass windows
of notable music figures who recorded in South
Memphis (figure 53). Also, the windows will be
interactive, featuring the musicians’ background
stories and songs.

Figure 40 Existing Conditions, St. Thomas Catholic Church

The bell tower will be redesigned as an interactive
light tower to become a beacon for the site. If
there are no activities taking place throughout
the day, the tower will render colors from the sky.
When there are activities taking place, the tower
will pick up on the level of noise created, as well
as music notes that are associated with specific
colors. This also addresses safety concerns by
providing sufficient lighting throughout the site. In
addition to the lighting feature, the bell tower will
also play music at key times throughout the day.
A conceptual line from the center of the vinyl’s
axis slices through a portion of the east side of
the church, completely removing the side aisle
colonnade and transept (figure 37, “Slice”). When
considering the plaza’s activity, the east façade
will have the ability to open up by recreating the
arched colonnade and infilling it with pivoting
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Figure 41 Existing Conditions, Silky O’Sullivan’s

Figure 42 (Opposite) Close Up, St. Thomas Catholic Church
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overhead doors, for transparency and access.
The new façade of the church will introduce a
new wooden façade that will express the church’s
verticality at the main entrance and the east face.
Evolution of Church

Existing

The addition to the church, extruded from the
former transept on the east, follows the radial edge
of the vinyl, avoiding the existing property line
and providing more space for the new program
(figure 43).The addition consists of community
spaces for meetings and small performances,
learning spaces for music engineering and
production, music business, individual and group
rehearsal spaces, lounge spaces for listening to
and writing music, and recording studios. Each
of these spaces follows a similar radial structure
created from the vinyl. In between each
programmed space is a transitional space that
creates a rhythmic pattern to the organization of
spaces, offering breaks as one transitions through
the building (figures 44, 46-47).

Extract

Mass of existing aisle and transept
within church.

Transept extracted to be circulation
core for Music Village.

Structural Walls

Program
The program consists of welcoming, gathering, learning, collaborating, and
production spaces, from west-to-east, respectively.

Each space holds a structural system of load
bearing walls or steel frame construction that
is treated with high performance acoustic
insulation. Each space also offers a sufficient
amount of natural day lighting through openings
on the north and south sides. The translucent walls
are Kalwall systems that diffuse direct sunlight
into a gentle amount of light that is distributed
throughout the building (figure 45). The recording
studios receive limited natural light due to privacy
and acoustic considerations.

Addition
Volumes added at each end open up
and extend to the site and community,
as well as offering limited visibility
to and from the street, and natural
daylighting.

Expand
Form is stretched and revolved to
respond to organizing form of record
and to avoid property line to the east,
creating an enclosure for the plaza.

Figure 43 Addition Articulation
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Division
Each programmatic space is shaped and divided through transitional spaces
into public, semi-public, semi-private, and private spaces, from west-to-east,
respectively.
Figure 44 Programmatic Spaces

Load Bearing

Joists

Beams

Kalwall

Figure 45 Structural Floor Plan and Enlarged Plan
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Protected from the hustle and bustle of the city, this building is
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Figure 46 Gehua Youth and Cultural Center
• Having the ability to open up allows additional seating for larger
• I created three large openings that mimic the existing colonade
groups and special events.
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•
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Public Plaza
While the church anchors the corner, and the
addition grows from the side, the middle is left as
a communal outdoor plaza (figure 48). The plaza
is separated by paving and landscaping that act
together to form a soft edge from public access
on the south. Also, to increase visibility throughout
the plaza, trees with higher tree canopies will
be planted. Each programmed space offers a
relationship to the outdoor plaza to the south and
landscaping to the north. In section, the undulating
roof line creates a rhythm and experience on
the inside and outside. From the street, the
programmed spaces form a visual texture, which
responds in scale to residential areas immediately
adjacent to the site.
The Music Village is for residents, musicians, visitors,
and tourists of all generations. This allows the Music
Village to be inclusive, creating opportunities
for knowledge to be passed down and shared,
storytelling, mentoring, collaborating, and learning
about the history of music in Memphis (figures 4952).

Entry

Vegetation

Lighting

The path that runs along the east side of the church, and to the entrance of the
Music Village, takes the shape of the neck of a guitar and the pattern of strings
and frets.

A bioswale is formed as a soft edge between the sidewalk and plaza. It is an
important element that will redirect rainwater runoff for plants and provide
storm water filtration. This also introduces a new texture to the site, separating it
from other landscaped areas.

As a new beacon for the Music Village and community, the former bell tower will
be transformed into a light tower. In addition, a variety of lighting applications
will be projected onto windows for visual stimulation and partial privacy (figures
51-52). At the plaza, an interactive light feature will be inlayed into the ground
and act as a stage for various performances. These features allow for more
engaging experiences and a light source at night, providing both visual interest
and security.

Plaza

Texture

Overall

The intersection of the ordering system of the record and the church openings
create the guidelines that form the outline of the plaza to the sidewalk. The
plaza will allow for various outdoor activities, not only for the Music Village, but
also for the community.

At the openings of the Music Village, the application of bonded gravel paths
creates a visually and physically rhythmic pattern for the plaza. These are
designated chalk art areas.

The plaza serves both the Music Village and the community by bringing visitors
and residents together to interact, collaborate, and celebrate.

Figure 48 Plaza Design Development
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OUR LADY OF GRACE
ENTRY GARDEN

A. Plaza
B. Outdoor Lobby
C. Light Tower
D. Performance/Gallery
E. Stage
F. Office
G. Lobby
H. Conference
I. Gather
J. Restrooms
K. Individual Practice
L. Group Practice
M.Technical Class
N. Lecture Class
O. Lounge
P. Collaboration
Q. Recording Studio
R. Live/Isolation Room

0

16

Figure 49 Site Plan
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0

8
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Figure 50 (Above) Floor Plan
Figure 51 (Next Spread)East Elevation of Church
Figure 52 (Following) East Elevation of Church with Doors Open
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Light Tower

Pivoting Overhead Door

The interactive light tower displays
a variety of color and texture
combinations that portray the
colors of the sky and activate due
to the amount of plaza activity.

The overhead doors have fritted
patterns on the glass to allow
some translucency and a visually
pleasing backdrop for outdoor
activities.
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Isaac Hayes

Otis Redding

Al Green

Ann Peebles

Aretha Franklin

Willie Mitchell

Figure 53 Stained Glass Windows
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Light Tower

Interactive Stained Glass Windows

Pivoting Overhead Door

Interactive light tower acts as
a clock that plays a different
song at 9am, noon, and 6pm.

Interactive windows that provide
information and major songs of
famous musician who recorded
in the area. Ex: Isaac Hayes, Otis
Redding, Al Green, Ann Peebles,
Aretha Franklin, and Willie Mitchell.

Doors open for indoor and
outdoor activities and provide
an overhead canopy for outdoor
events.
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Holy Shrine Memorialized
A grotto was designed to be dedicated to Our
Lady of Grace as part of the original church
development. It was intended to appear
vernacular in design and ancient in origin.81 Its walls
were constructed of rubble stone. Within these
walls, two arched niches featured an altar and a
statue (figure 54).
Due to neglect and vandalism, the grotto is not in
good condition. Instead of completely removing
the shrine, the ashlar stone will be reused for paving
leading to the rear entrance. Also, some stones will
be formed to be new seating elements, and trees
and flowers would be planted in remembrance of
the shrine (figures 54-56).
A Narrative Experience of the Music Village
Perhaps the best way to experience the Music
Village is through the eyes of visitors. The following
information provides three storylines. The beginning
storyline is the perspective of a grandfather and
his granddaughters. The next storyline is about two
brothers, and the last is about tourists.

Figure 54 Postcard of Our Lady of Grace Shrine

Figure 56 Rear Entry and Shrine Garden

Figure 55 Existing Conditions, Our Lady of Grace Shrine
8. National Register, “St. Thomas Church and Convent.”
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From Generation to Generation
Local resident, Larry Ford, is a respected musician
who grew up in this neighborhood just a block
away from the Music Village. He was a member
of a soul music group in the 1980s, who recorded
at Royal Studios, as well as a pianist and guitarist
for famous musicians like Willie Mitchell and Al
Green. This summer his granddaughters, Lyric and
Melody, are spending time with him until school
starts in the fall. They have a passion for singing
and playing instruments like their grandfather, and
he is excited to be able to share his knowledge
and experiences with them.
With the updated street improvements, Mr. Ford is
able to walk around the neighborhood safely and
enjoys the new landscaping along the streets. On
the weekends, he can bring his granddaughters
to the plaza and participate in chalk art drawing
(figure 57). During the weekdays, he can use the
practice rooms of the Music Village and give them
lessons or wait in the transitional spaces until they
have finished their practice sessions (figure 58-60).

Figure 57 (Right) Plaza Chalk Art
Figure 58 (Next Spread) Section, Tech Room and Practice Rooms
Figure 59 (Following) South Elevation
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Technical Classroom

Roof and Ceiling

Practice Rooms

The technical classroom is equipped
with computers and a variety of
music production software.

The ceiling mirrors the roof
undulations to maintain a similar
rhythm throughout the building.

Group and individual practice
rooms are available for group or
individual use and for scheduled
lessons with an instructor.
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Figure 60 (Left) Transitional Space
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Brotherly Love
Brothers, Wayne and Lamar, moved to South
Memphis with their uncle after losing their parents
at a young age. They needed a way to express
their thoughts and emotions. Through the mediums
of art and music, they collaborate on visual and
audible projects at schools and community events
around Memphis to share their story. They also
volunteer and mentor at the Music Village hosting
workshops, producing songs, and being positive
role models for the area youth.
Wayne earned a degree in music production
and business from the University of Memphis,
and Lamar received a degree in fine arts from
Lemoyne-Owen College in Soulsville. Together
they share knowledge amongst themselves, but
also with the community. Instead of pursuing
mainstream careers, they take pride in helping
aspiring artists and musicians with personal
projects, providing alternative outlets of expression
for the younger generation, leading workshops on
the music industry and production programs, and
collaborating with Royal Studios and Memphis
Slim House on projects (figures 61-65).

Figure 61 (Right) Technical Classroom
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Figure 62 (Left) Recording Studio Control Room
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Figure 63 (Left) Collaboration Space
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Mood Lighting
Lights within each space have the ability to
be changed to create a specific mood or
theme for a specific project.

Control Equipment
State of the art equipment is installed to
guarantee high quality music projects.

Light and Acoustics
Sconce LED lights are installed and provide
diffused lighting, while felt material reflectors
tone down noise.

Figure 64 Section Perspective, Recording Studios
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Figure 65 Section Perspective, Classroom and Lounge
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Wall Art

Sound Egg Chair

Custom wall art and accent walls are
applied to personalize each space.

Personal chair to create a sensual mix of
sound, vibrations, and light to enhance the
music listening experience.
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Go the Distance
Tony and Sabrina, a couple from St. Louis, believe
that love doesn’t always consist of gazing at each
other, but looking together in the same direction.
Their love for soul and blues music brought them
to Memphis, Tennessee. While here, their journey
began at the Memphis Heritage Trail, a living
celebration of African American history and
achievement. This gives visitors the opportunity to
know the stories of what made Memphis, capturing
historic landmarks in the downtown location.
After visiting Church Park and the National Civil
Rights Museum, Tony and Sabrina are able to rent
bikes from a bike share station to get to Soulsville,
the birthplace of soul music. They get the
opportunity to visit the Stax Museum of American
Soul Music and engage themselves in the various
exhibits of where the music was created and how
it made listeners feel, seeing numerous amounts
of recording equipment and vinyl records, and
memorabilia of Stax Records music legends.
Toward the end of their visit, they take a ride to
Royal Studios, were their favorite musician, Al
Green, recorded many of his hit songs. Royal
Studios, as one of the oldest active studios in
Memphis, provides the couple a chance to see
how authentic Memphis music was created.
At the intersection of Trigg Avenue and Willie
Mitchell Boulevard, the Music Village is hosting
Salsa Dance lessons in the plaza. They are able
to return their bikes at the bike share station
and participate in the event. Afterwards, local
musicians are having their debut performance in
the former church, where the entire community
and visitors are welcome (figures 66-68).

Figure 66 (Right) Performance Area and Exhibit
Figure 67 (Next Spread) Church Section
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Figure 68 Site Section
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
By expressing the strong influence that culture
and music have in this South Memphis community,
this building design will continue the effort
of strengthening and jump starting synergy
and identity among the people and places
within the neighborhood. Because of limited
opportunities and support for positive outreach in
the neighborhood, this area struggles with crime
and poverty. This project program will provide
various opportunities to display and develop
talents through music and art, as well as restoring
the neighborhood by providing space to host
community engagement opportunities. Overall,
this project will be a resource for the city, an
attraction for tourists, and a driver for musical and
artistic talents. In addition to the project site, it is
recommended that similar design principles and
site improvements be implemented throughout
the neighborhood to enhance connections and
a sense of place.

curb conditions will calm vehicular traffic and
safely accommodate pedestrians and cyclists
of all ages and abilities. Incorporating more
landscaping helps beautify the neighborhood
and encourages the quality of biodiversity
through the integration of bioswales and native
plants. This will allow excess rain water and storm
water runoff to be redirected and utilized rather
than discharged into the drainage system.
Programming and Built Form

Figure 69 Bike Share Racks and Bioswale

Figure 71 Crosswalk and Street Paint

Figure 70 On Street Parking and Shared Bike Lanes

Figure 72 Outdoor Sculpture Exhibit

Special considerations and initiatives should be
implemented throughout the neighborhood and
community. There are many vacant and blighted
areas within the neighborhood. A neighborhood
association should encourage residents and
business owners to maintain and upkeep their
property. Damaged and outdated facades and
dilapidated landscaping and hardscaping should
be repaired.

Neighborhood Site Improvements
To enhance connections, all means of
transportation should be considered to focus
on mobility and access for visitors and residents,
in order to better connect the various parts
of the neighborhood. This includes improving
and organizing public transportation routes,
incorporating covered bus stop shelters and
buffered or shared bike lanes, bike share
opportunities, as well as, shorter and safer
crosswalks through busy intersections (figures 6971). These improvements should be expanded
throughout the neighborhood.
Enhancing the shape of the physical and social
character of the neighborhood will generate
opportunities for community-oriented activities,
public infrastructure improvements, local food,
music, and arts (figure 72). Street and building
lighting will allow areas to feel safer through
greater visibility. Updating streets, sidewalks, and
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: PRESENTATION BOARDS
Figures 73-79 are the final presentation materials.
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UPPER SOUTH MEMPHIS
Elmwood Cemetery
Lemoyne-Owen College
Soulsville
Knowledge Quest
Royal Studios + Project Site
Aretha Franklin Birthhome

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
Royal Studios + Project Site

UPPER SOUTH MEMPHIS

Soulsville Core
Elmwood Cemetery
Neighborhood Gateways
Lemoyne-Owen College
Bike Lanes + Pocket Parks + Community Gardens
+
Street Trees
Soulsville
Opportunities for Development
Knowledge Quest
Royal Studios + Project Site
Aretha Franklin Birthhome

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
Royal Studios + Project Site
Soulsville Core
Neighborhood Gateways
Bike Lanes + Pocket Parks + Community Gardens
+ Street Trees
Opportunities for Development

PROJECT SITE
Focus
Connection to Royal Studios
St. Thomas Catholic Church Renovation +
Addition

Opportunities for Development
Cafe
Musical Support Businesses
Neighborhood Initiative Offices
Clothing/Retail
Art Studio
Barber Shop
Food Market

Figure 73 Presentation Boards, Site Analysis
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1. Inspiration

2. Structure

Inspiration was drawn
from a vinyl record.

The striations offered a
grid that is applied to the
composition to order the
site and program.

Existing

Mass of existing back aisle and
transept within church.

3. Articulation
The
combination
of
texture and dynamics
of the program and
building
form
adds
expressive qualities and
variation of visual and
physical elements.
Solid + Void
Public + Private
Audible + Tactile
Acoustics + Materials

4. Rhythm
With a clear grid and
program, the use of
transitional spaces is
necessary to divide the
program based on the
user and hierarchy of
space.

Extract
Transept extracted to be circulation
core for Music Village.

Program
The program consists of welcoming, gathering, learning, collaborating, and
production spaces, from west-to-east, respectively.

Existing
Existing conditions showing the church’s
mass and void at collapsed roof.

Addition

Volumes added at each end
open up and extend to the
site and community, as well as
offering limited visibility to and
from the street, and natural
daylighting.

Slice

Perform

Mass sliced to create a new public
face and entrance.

Produce
Learn
Collaborate

Expand

Form is stretched and revolved to
respond to organizing form of record
and to avoid property line to the east,
creating an enclosure for the plaza.

Activate
Emphasis on new programmatic
spaces, openings, and materials.

Division
Each programmatic space is shaped and divided through transitional spaces
into public, semi-public, semi-private, and private spaces, from west-to-east,
respectively.

Entry

Vegetation

Lighting

Plaza

Texture

Overall

The path that runs along the east side of the church, and to the entrance of
the Music Village, takes the shape of the neck of a guitar and the pattern of
the strings and frets.

A bioswale is formed as a soft edge between the sidewalk and plaza. It is an
important element that will redirect rainwater runoff for plants and provide
storm water filtration. This also introduces a new texture to the site, separating it
from other landscaped areas.

As a new beacon for the Music Village and community, the former bell
tower will be transformed into a light tower. In addition, a variety of lighting
applications will be projected onto windows for visual stimulation and partial
privacy. At the plaza, an interactive light feature will be inlayed into the ground
and act as a stage for various performances. These features allow for more
engaging experiences and a light source at night providing both visual interest
and security.

The intersection of the ordering system of the record and the church openings
create the guidelines that form the outline of the plaza to the sidewalk. The
plaza will allow for various outdoor activities, not only for the Music Village, but
also for the community.

At the openings of the Music Village, the application of bonded gravel paths
creates a visually and physically rhythmic pattern for the plaza. These are
designated chalk art areas.

The plaza serves both the Music Village and the community by bringing visitors
and residents together to interact, collaborate, and celebrate.

Figure 74 Presentation Boards, Concept Diagrams
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ESPACE CULTUREL DE LA HAGUE

GEHUA YOUTH & CULTURAL CENTER
by Open Archicture
GEHUA
YOUTH
2012
by Open Archicture
China
Gehua Youth and Cultural Center
2012
by Open Architecture
2012
China

HOUSE OF MUSIC

by Mario Cuncinella Architects
House of Music
2017
by Mario Cuncinella Architects
Pieve di Cento, Italy
Italy
2017

& CULTURAL CENTER

RED BULL MUSIC ACADEMY
by Langarita-Navarro Arquitectos

Red Bull Music Academy
2011
by
Langarita-Navarro Arquitectos
2011
Spain
Matadero, Spain

Qinhuangdao, China

Performance Space
Overlook of Village Roof

Village Corridor

Courtyard

by Peripheriques Architectes, Marin + Trotti Architects
2015
ESPACE
CULTUREL DE LA HAGUE
France
by Peripheriques Architectes, Marin + Trotti Architects
Espace Culturel de la Hague
2015
by Peripheriques Architectes, Marin + Trotti Architects
2015
France
Beaumont-Hague, France

Entrance from Parking

Transition Space

Main Entrance

Building Section
Floor Plan

Floor Plan
This project connects nine small round-shaped music
This
project shares the logic of a Russian matryoshka doll. Not
laboratories into an intimate music community.
only in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is
•The joined spaces form a “piazza” that also acts as a transitional
directly
another,
also in a temporal sense,
spaceincorporated
to allow informalinto
connections
andbut
collaboration.
•The
useone
of wood
throughout
the building
helpsthe
withother.
acoustics and
in which
actually
originates
within

•

its form is a symbol of an ensemble.
•I combined similar programmatic spaces together to have a better
relationship
functionally.
On a much
larger scale, this project uses an old warehouse

to create an indoor music community filled with classrooms,
offices, recording studios, and a cafe.
• The program is divided into various clusters, built of cost
efficient, temporary building materials that can easily be
reconfigured or moved over time.
• Interior spaces are designed to be geometric in shape, not
only for aesthetics but for acoustics.

Site Plan

Protected from the hustle and bustle of the city, this building is
surrounded by nature. The space offers an interactive mix of
Performance Space Diagrams
programmed
areas such as: theater, gallery, learning spaces, cafe,
Protected
the hustle
of isthe
city, this building is
Protected fromfrom
the hustle
bustle ofand
city life,bustle
this building
surrounded
library
and so
on. and
by nature. The space
an interactive
of programmed
surrounded
by offers
nature.
Themixspace
offersareas
an such
interactive mix of
as: a theatre, galleries, learning spaces, cafe, and library.
programmed areas such as: theater, gallery, learning spaces, cafe,
• The
design
accomodates
a changing
•The building’s
building’s design
accommodates
a changing
program for program for flexible
library
and so on.
flexible spaces.
performance space
hashas
the ability
to transform
spaces.
The The
performance
space
the ablility
to tranform into an
into an outdoor amphitheater and stage at the courtyard.
outdoor
stage
the courtyard.
•I created amphitheather
three large openingsand
that mimic
theat
existing
colonnade
building’s
accomodates
changing
program
for flexible
• The
arches
to open updesign
to the courtyard
and have aaflexible
program
of
outdoor and
indoor
events
spaces.
The
performance
space has the ablility to tranform into an
• Having the ability to open up allows additional seating for larger Courtyard Screen and Doors
outdoor amphitheather and stage at the courtyard.
groups and special events.
•
• Having the ability to open up allows additional seating for larger
• I created three large openings that mimic the existing colonade
groups and special events.
arches to open up to the courtyard.
•
• I created three large openings that mimic the existing colonade
arches to open up to the courtyard.
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Floor Plan

Program Diagrams

This
shares
the logic
of a Russian
matryoshka
doll. Not only
Thisproject
project
shares
the logic
of a Russian
matryoshka
doll. Not
in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is directly
only in the most literal, physical sense, in which one thing is
incorporated into another, but also in a temporal sense, in which
directly
incorporated
into the
another,
one
actually
originates within
other. but also in a temporal sense,

in which
one actually originates within the other.
•On a larger scale, this project uses an old warehouse to create
an indoor music community filled with classrooms, offices,

recording
studios,
andscale,
a cafe.this project uses an old warehouse
• On
a much
larger
•The program is divided into various clusters, built of efficient
to
create
an indoor
community
filledbewith classrooms,
and
temporary
buildingmusic
materials
that can easily
offices,
recording
studios,
and a cafe.
reconfigured
or moved
over time.

• Interior spaces are designed to be geometric in shape, not
only for aesthetics but for acoustics.

Flexible Corridor and Transitional Space

solids and voids.
•Between the two programmed spaces, a space for transition and

•The Music Village’s interior spaces are designed to be
geometric in shape, not only for aesthetics, but for acoustics.

• The program is divided into various clusters, built of cost
efficient, temporary building materials that can easily be
reconfigured or moved over time.

This project combines program, urban scale, music
and nature.
On the inside, the building focuses on
functionality
and strength, and combines a music school
Site Plan
and concert hall.
This
project
combines
scale,
This project combines program, program,
urban scale, urban
music, and
nature.music
The
building
focuses on functionality
and strength,
and combines
a musicon
and
nature.
On the inside,
the building
focuses
school
and
concert hall. metal panels are designed througout
•
The
parametric,
functionality and strength, and combines a music school
theparametric,
entire project
connect
different
spaces
to one
•The
metal and
panels
are designed
throughout
the entire
and
concert
hall.
project
andthrough
connect different
to one another through
another
solids spaces
and voids.

Recording Studio

• gathering
The parametric,
is created. metal panels are designed througout
• •For
Between
thetransitional
two programmed
spaces,
a “street” or
thesis,
spaces aredifferent
betweenspaces
programstofor
the this
entire
project and connect
one
space for transition and gathering is created.
informal
another through solids and voids.
• gathering and lounge spaces.
• For my project I am utilizing transitional spaces
• Between the two programmed spaces, a “street” or
between programs for flexible purposes of informal
space for transition and gathering is created.
gathering spaces and/or lounge spaces.
•
• For my project I am utilizing transitional spaces
between programs for flexible purposes of informal
gathering spaces and/or lounge spaces.
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Dynamics

Order

Form

Texture

Figure 77 Presentation Boards, Renderings

Harmony

Rhythm
Figure 78 Presentation Boards, Collage and Models
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THE MUSIC
VILLAGE

AFRICAN VILLAGE

APPENDIX 2: PROCESS PIECE

MUSIC VILLAGE

LIFESTYLE

The inward focus and emphasis
of community and culture from
African villages influenced this
thesis.

The Music Village offers a place for
collaboration, celebration, creation,
discovery, and learning for beginning,
aspiring, and established musicians,
music lovers, producers, engineers,
and residents.

LISTEN
PRACTICE

CULTURE

HOW ARCHITECTURE AND MUSIC CAN
REVITALIZE COMMUNITY AND CULTURE

PRODUCE

MUSIC

The rich history of South Memphis neighborhoods has been
diminished due to social and economic issues. This has resulted
in a missing link within the community. This community is best
known for its music heritage. This thesis seeks to understand
the relationship between music and architecture by exploring
and expressing cultural heritage through music and
inclusive community engagement. The goal is to preserve
the character and promote the growth of the neighborhood
with music as the driving force. This project will provide a
place for music creation and collaboration using concepts
derived from organizational patterns found in music.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAMS

PERFORM

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

DEVELOPMENT DIAGRAMS

In many Christian denominations, stained glass windows illustrated,
taught, and portrayed sacred images. For this renovation, new stained
glass windows will be installed depicting notable musicians who
recorded records in this area of Memphis. This is also an opportunity
for community engagement by allowing residents to participate in
assembling each window to be installed.

This project draws inspiration from the form of a vinyl record. It is used
to develop the framework of the program, articulation of the buildings,
and site design through means of composition, dynamics, and rhythm

Structure

Inspiration was drawn from a
vinyl record and the striations
offered a grid that is applied to the
composition to order the site and
program.

VIEW OF BIKESHARE AND PLAZA

Articulation

UPPER SOUTH
MEMPHIS

COMMUNITY ANCHORS
Elmwood Cemetery
Lemoyne - Owen College
Soulsville
Knowledge Quest
Royal Studios + Project Site

The combination of texture and
dynamics of the program and
building form adds expressive
qualities and variation of visual
and physical elements.
Solid + Void
Public + Private
Audible + Tactile
Acoustics + Materials

Entry

The path that runs along the side of the church and to the entrance of
the Music Village takes the shape of the neck of a guitar and the pattern
of the strings and frets.

Texture

At the openings of the Music Village, the application of bonded gravel
paths create a visually and physically rhythmic pattern for the plaza.

Rhythm

With a clear grid and program,
the use of transitional spaces is
necessary to divide the program
based on the user and hierarchy
of space.

Aretha Franklin

EXISTING IMAGES

Aretha Franklin’s Birthplace

The existing conditions of the church are very poor. A portion of the roof
has collapsed due to water damage, windows have been removed, all
walls and columns indicate structural distress, and mold from moisture
exposure abounds.

CHURCH FORM DIAGRAMS
The church anchors the corner as the addition grows from the side,
leaving the middle as a communal gathering space. The church’s
west and south facade will remain as its original construction as it has
a direct connection to the intersection. Allowing the east facade to be
renovated and activated to influence gathering, activities, and lighting.

Existing

Plaza

The church openings create the guidelines that form the outline of the
plaza to the sidewalk. The plaza will allow for various outdoor activities
not only for the Music Village, but for the community.

Existing
conditions
showing
the church’s mass and void at
collapsed roof.

This area is the incubator of soul music. During a time when segregation was enforced, Stax Records and Hi Records were
two studios that served as gathering places for blacks and whites to come together and create soul, jazz, blues, gospel,
and funk music. This neighborhood includes historic anchors such as Stax Recording Studio, Lemoyne-Owen College,
Elmwood Cemetery, Royal Studios, and Aretha Franklin’s birthplace.

COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

Isaac Hayes

Lighting

As a new beacon for the Music Village and community, the former bell
tower will be transformed into a light tower. In addition, a variety of lighting
applications will be projected onto windows for visual stimulation and
partial privacy. At the plaza, an interactive light feature will be inlayed
into the ground and act as a stage for various performances. These
features allow for more engaging experiences and a light source at
night.

Slice

Mass sliced to create a new public
face and entrance.

Source: Simon Gudgeon | Search for Enlightenment sculpture

VIEW OF ENTRY, LIGHT TOWER, AND OUTDOOR SCULPTURE EXHIBIT

STRATEGIES

Royal Studios + Project Site
Soulsville Core
Neighborhood Gateways
Bike Lanes + Pocket Parks + Community
Gardens + Street Trees

Activate

Emphasis on new programmatic
spaces, openings, and materials.

Vegetation

Opportunities for Development

ADDITION FORM DIAGRAMS

A bioswale is formed as an edge between the sidewalk and plaza. It is
an important element that will redirect rainwater runoff for plants and
storm water filtration. This also introduces a new texture to the site,
separating it from the other landscaped areas.

Overall

Existing

Mass of existing and transept
within church.

Extract

Transept
extracted
to
be
circulation core for Music Village.

WILLIE MITCHELL
BLVD. & TRIGG AVE.
COMMUNITY ANCHORS
INTERSECTION FOCUS
Connection to Royal Studios

Addition

Volumes added at each end open
up and extend to the site and
community, as well as offering
limited visibility to and from the
street, and natural daylighting.

St. Thomas Catholic Church Renovation
& Addition
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT
Cafe
Musical Support Businesses
Neighborhood Initiative Offices
Clothing/Retail
Art Studio
Barber Shop
Food Market

Expand

TECHNICAL CLASSROOM

Form is stretched and revolved
to respond to organizing form of
record and to avoid property line
to the east creating an enclosure
for the plaza.

The church will house a large, flexible space for music, dance, theatrical
performances, community meetings, and exhibits. Its articulation is
based off of the program’s organizations. The church anchors the
corner as the addition grows from the side, leaving the middle as a
communal gathering space. The church’s west and south facade will
remain as its original construction as it has a direct connection to the
intersection.

About a mile west of the Soulsville area, at the intersection at Willie Mitchell Boulevard and East Trigg Avenue, and north
of Royal Studios, are the remains of a historic Catholic Church and convent. It once served as a house of worship for the
community in South Memphis, but today it stands as a dilapidated structure in need of new life. Blight has also touched the
immediate corners of the adjacent intersection, which also has the potential to be redeveloped.

Source: Najee Strickland | “Black Fist Series”

RECORDING STUDIO CONTROL ROOM

DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHITECTURE
Cameron McLemore

Walking in certain areas of the neighborhood,
I felt a sense of disconnection, lifelessness, fear,
and anticipation, because of the lack of activities.
This exercise generated excitement and ideas of
bringing life back into this area. I expressed this in
two ways: through music and light.

The plaza serves a dual purpose for the Music Village and the
community by bringing visitors, members, and residents together to
interact, collaborate, and celebrate.

The addition offers new programs such as spaces for meeting,
learning, practicing, discovering, collaborating, and producing.

Soulsville is the home of the Soulsville Foundation which consists of the Stax Museum, the Soulsville Charter School, and
the Stax Music Academy. The foundation provides positive opportunities for youth, aims to rebuild communities, and to
preserve its valuable history, while striving to expand its impact throughout the rest of Upper South Memphis.

As a means of understanding the context of
Upper South Memphis, I took photos of notable
and historic areas such as Elmwood Cemetery,
Lemoyne-Owen College, Soulsville, Knowledge
Quest, Royal Studios, and the intersection of Willie
Mitchell Boulevard and Trigg Avenue (figures 8485). These photos capture a variety of textures,
colors, details, and characteristics within the
neighboorhood. The images were then arranged
into a collaged timeline that connected each
area together.

The train was a prominent sound as I toured the
neighborhood. I decided to record the sound
of the horn as it passed, and merged it with a
segment of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr’s, “I Have
A Dream” speech. I also have a dream for this
neighborhood. I composed these sound clips into
a musical piece that opens slowly then leads into
an upbeat tempo, which encourages movement
and progression.

Figure 80 Final Presentation, Entrance

In addition to the music, my proposal of interactive
lights for the outdoor stage area and former bell
tower generated different color combinations
based on movement and sound. Both the music
and interactive light simulation were featured
during the final defense (figures 80-84). The audio
recording of the music, as well as a video of the
light installation set to the music, may be accessed
on the disc attached to the back cover of this
book.

Figure 79 Summary Research Board
Figure 81 Final Presentation, Interactive Light
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Figure 82 Final Presentation, Summarized Layout

Figure 83 Final Presentation, Context Images
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Figure 84 Final Presentation, Context Image Collage

